Anatomy & Physiology Revealed – Features

• An interactive cadaver dissection experience.
• Unique multimedia study aid designed to help learners explore human anatomy using cadaver specimens and develop mastery of physiology concepts through animations.
• Digital dissections allow unlimited drill and practice anytime, anywhere.
• Detailed information and audio pronunciations build anatomical knowledge.
• Comprehensive quizzing reinforces learning.
• Help videos in lower left corner of the home page help with navigation.
Anatomy & Physiology Revealed 4.0
Updated Features

- More mobile-friendly (easier navigation on tablets and phones)
- Updated, user-friendly interface
- Accessibility Improvements (keyboard navigation and alt-text descriptions for screen reader capability)
- New! Animations offering alternate views of multiple structures
- Coming soon: 3D interactive models
Users select the module they want to review.
For each body, learners are able to dissect, view animations and histology, and take a quiz.
Animations guide users visually through content.

Audio accompanies animations as needed.
Dissections: Select body region, body position, and organ system.
Select group to dissect, such as the muscular, respiratory, skeletal, etc.
“Peel back layers” using the bars in the bottom left. Move the bars down to reveal layers.
Click on the ‘i’ icon to reveal the image name and structure information.
Learn pronunciation of key terms by clicking on the speaker icon. You can also view animations and other views.
Quiz options including a lab practical or multiple choice test help learners retain new information.